
CORENA CHASE
Marengo Executive Coach

Areas of coaching
expertise

Professional/Corporate experience
Corena's experience as an actor informs

her knowledge of human behavior,

emotional intelligence, collaboration and

motivation

Experience coaching in a wide range of

industries

Education + certifications
Executive Coaching Certification

from Columbia University (2013)

PCC with the International

Coaching Federation (2014)

MFA from Yale University

BA in theater from Connecticut

College and extensive coursework

in psychology

Visit us at marengoexec.com to work with Corena

Industry + functional
experience

Finance

Law

Management consulting

Tech and media

Entertainment

Levels Corena
coaches

Executive presence and
effective communication
Difficult conversations
Emotional Intelligence
Women in leadership
Public speaking
Managing time & energy
Allyship in the workplace
Building trusted relationships

Corena is a communication and leadership coach with deep
experience in both global Fortune 100 companies and smaller
companies navigating rapid growth and changing culture. She helps
clients develop the presence and skill required to achieve more 

confidence in their own voice and more courage and comfort in their ability to influence people,
decisions and outcomes. What she learned about human behavior, emotional intelligence,
collaboration and motivation as an actor strongly informs her understanding and messaging about
how these things drive the outcomes of our work and lives. She works in an array of industries
including financial services, law, management consulting, tech and media.
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“My work with Corena has helped me slow down and respond with more

empathy while also feeling more confident as a (female) leader in ongoing,

complex dynamics. Corena has an equal amount of emotional and logical

intelligence which she moves between fluidly … essentially, she helped me

figure out how to do the same thing”

-Showrunner/Executive Producer, American Premium Television Network 

“As a coach, Corena combined insights with thought-provoking questions

that allowed me to become a more effective and purposeful leader. I

credit her with helping me develop tools and techniques to excel in a

complex environment during challenging times”

-Executive Vice President, American Television Network

“Corena’s guidance and insight has greatly improved my ability to navigate

business challenges associated with rapid growth. Additionally, our entire

team has benefitted and thrived as a result of my improved and more

empowering leadership skills”

-Chief Global Operations Officer, Promotional/Branding Product Design Company
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